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Unveiling the flames:
macrophage pyroptosis and its
crucial role in liver diseases
Linghong Ni, Dandan Chen, Yanping Zhao, Rongxia Ye
and Peng Fang*

Department of Infectious Diseases, The First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang Chinese Medical University
(Zhejiang Provincial Hospital of Chinese Medicine), Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
Macrophages play a critical role in innate immunity, with approximately 90% of

the total macrophage population in the human body residing in the liver. This

population encompasses both resident and infiltrating macrophages. Recent

studies highlight the pivotal role of liver macrophages in various aspects such as

liver inflammation, regeneration, and immune regulation. A novel pro-

inflammatory programmed cell death, pyroptosis, initially identified in

macrophages, has garnered substantial attention since its discovery. Studies

investigating pyroptosis and inflammation progression have particularly

centered around macrophages. In liver diseases, pyroptosis plays an important

role in driving the inflammatory response, facilitating the fibrotic process, and

promoting tumor progression. Notably, the role of macrophage pyroptosis

cannot be understated. This review primarily focuses on the role of

macrophage pyroptosis in liver diseases. Additionally, it underscores the

therapeutic potential inherent in targeting macrophage pyroptosis.
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1 Introduction

The liver plays a crucial role in facilitating essential physiological functions within the

human body. It serves as both a metabolic organ, regulating numerous nutrients and

chemical substances, and a substantial immune organ, housing a significant population of

innate immune cells (1). Over recent decades, significant progress has been made in

combating liver diseases. Notably, the treatment landscape of viral hepatitis, such as

hepatitis C, has witnessed transformative progress with the advent of direct-acting

antivirals, leading to the successful eradication of the disease (2). Similarly, nucleotide/

nucleoside analogs have demonstrated efficacy in managing hepatitis B (3). However, liver

disease remains among the top ten leading causes of global mortality (4). Thus, delving into

the pathogenesis of liver diseases and developing targeted therapeutic interventions holds

immense significance. Such endeavors not only foster the evolution of therapeutic
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modalities but also hold the potential to alleviate the socio-

economic burden posed by liver diseases.
2 Macrophages in liver

Macrophages are a vital component of the immune system,

serving as the body’s primary defense against pathogens and foreign

invaders in the innate immune system (5). These versatile cells are

part of the mononuclear phagocyte system and are found in various

tissues throughout the body (6). The liver, an essential organ within

the immune system, plays a pivotal role by filtering and processing

blood, making it a central hub for immune-related activities.

Furthermore, the liver serves as a key site for immune cell

interactions, the initiation of immune responses, and the

establishment of immune tolerance (7). Moreover, the liver is the

organ with the highest number of macrophages among solid organs,

accounting for approximately 90% of the total macrophage count in

the body. In the liver of healthy rodents, this ratio is approximately

20 to 40 macrophages for every 100 liver cells (8). Including Kupffer

cells (KCs), liver macrophages patrol within the liver, acting as the

first line of defense in detecting and clearing pathogens from the

blood and intestines. These macrophages possess a range of

scavenger receptors, toll-like receptors, complement receptors,

etc., enabling them to detect, bind, and internalize pathogens.

Simultaneously, they produce cytokines and chemokines (9).

Macrophages influence the proliferation and function of T cells

by strongly expressing Programmed Cell Death 1 (PD-1) and

Programmed Death-Ligand 1 (PD-L1), and by engaging in direct

interactions with T cells.(Liver inflammation abrogates

immunological tolerance induced by KCs). Additionally, the

interaction between liver macrophages and Tregs is crucial for the

production of IL-10 and subsequent induction of immune tolerance

by systemic T cells to liver-derived antigens (10).
2.1 Macrophage population in the liver

Due to diverse developmental origins, specific localizations

within the liver, and distinct microenvironments, macrophages

within the liver are classified into various subgroups. Each

subgroup of macrophages exhibits unique characteristics and

functions, collectively known as the heterogeneity of liver

macrophages (11, 12). This heterogeneity mirrors the intricate and

dynamic immune environment, allowing liver macrophages to adapt

and efficiently respond to a wide range of physiological and

pathological conditions within the organ16. According to current

research, the normal liver comprises at least three cellular groups

composed of the mononuclear-macrophage lineage (1): Resident

macrophages: KCs (2); Infiltrating macrophages: including

monocyte-derived macrophages(MoMFs), peritoneal macrophages,

and splenic macrophages(SMs) (3); Specialized macrophages: such as

central vein macrophages(CVMs), pericentral macrophages, liver

capsule macrophages(LCMs), liver sinusoidal endothelial cell

(LSEC)-associated macrophages(LSEC-AMs), hepatic stellate cell

(HSC)-associated macrophages(HSC-AMs) (12–14). The liver
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macrophage population is highly dynamic. When exposed to

external stimuli such as injury, infection, or inflammation, liver

macrophages exhibit versatile responses. They get activated by

growth factors, cytokines, or pathogen-associated molecular

patterns (PAMPs), triggering proliferative growth and consequently

increasing the number of macrophages in specific regions of the liver

(15, 16). Guided by the encountered stimuli, proliferating

macrophages undergo differentiation, giving rise to subtypes with

distinct functions, notably the pro-inflammatory (M1-like) or anti-

inflammatory (M2-like) phenotypes (17). Moreover, when the liver is

challenged by infection, injury, or inflammation, signaling molecules

like cytokines and chemokines orchestrate the journey of monocytes

from the bone marrow into the bloodstream (18). These signals then

guide monocytes towards the liver. Upon reaching the liver’s vascular

system, these monocytes are captivated by specific adhesion

molecules expressed on the vascular endothelial cells within the

liver. The adhesion molecules, including selectins and integrins,

play a pivotal role in the initial adhesion of monocytes to

endothelial cells. In the intricate interplay between these adhesion

molecules and chemokines, monocytes are steered to traverse the

endothelial barrier and enter the liver tissue, finding their niche in

specific liver regions. Upon entry into the liver, monocytes undergo

differentiation into mature macrophages, assuming specific functions

dictated by their location and the unique hepatic microenvironment

(19). Notably, during liver injury, peritoneal macrophages

demonstrate the remarkable ability to directly traverse the

interstitial cells. For example, in mice with sterile focal liver injury,

a specific subgroup of peritoneal macrophages (GATA6+) infiltrates

liver tissue by penetrating the liver capsule through the peritoneal

cavity and responds to liver damage. In mice with carbon

tetrachloride (CCl4)-induced hepatotoxic liver injury, GATA6+

peritoneal macrophages similarly infiltrate into liver tissue. They

promote liver tissue repair by phagocytosing necrotic cells and

activating into M2-type macrophages (20). The spleen, serving as a

reservoir and distributor of monocytes, also contributes replenishing

monocytes to the macrophage population in the liver. For example, in

mice with CCl4-induced liver fibrosis, a specific subgroup of

CD11b+CD43hiLy6Clo monocytes expands in the spleen. These

monocytes are actively recruited to the liver, undergo a phenotypic

shift toward macrophages, and promote the accumulation of

Ly6CloMoMFs. Ultimately, it exacerbates liver fibrogenesis by

activating HSCs. This phenomenon may partially explain the

pathophysiological connection of the liver-spleen axis (21). The

dynamic evolution of the macrophage population in the liver is

profoundly influenced by the hepatic microenvironment, immune

responses, and pathological conditions. This adaptive dynamism is

pivotal for the liver macrophage population to effectively respond to

an ever-changing environment, promote immune responses, and

maintain hepatic homeostasis (22, 23) (Figure 1).
3 Pyroptosis

Pyroptosis represents a distinct form of programmed cell death

characterized by the formation of pores within the cell membrane,

the ensuing release of intracellular contents, nucleus condensation,
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and eventual cell lysis (24). The term “pyroptosis” originates from

the fusion of “pyro” akin to fireworks, illustrating the inflammatory

attributes of this process, and “ptosis” implying descent consistent

with other programmed cell death pathways. The trajectory of the

pyroptosis revelation has traversed a convoluted historical path. In

1992, Zychlinsky’s first observations revealed pyroptosis in

macrophages infected with Shigella flexneri, a gram-negative

bacterium. Initially, this phenomenon was erroneously classified

as a variant of apoptosis due to shared characteristics such as

caspase dependence, DNA damage, and nuclear pyknosis (25).

However, subsequent investigations revealed its divergence from

apoptosis. By 2001, it was established as a caspase-1-dependent pro-

inflammatory programmed cell death (26). In 2005, the term
Frontiers in Immunology 03
“pyroptosis” was coined to distinctly characterize this pro-

inflammatory programmed cell death in contrast to apoptosis,

which is non-inflammatory (27).
3.1 Mechanisms of pyroptosis

Further contributing to pyroptosis initiation is the activation of

inflammasomes, wherein the NOD-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP-

3) inflammasome, when engaged in an inflammatory milieu,

activates gasdermin D (GSDMD) in a caspase-1-, caspase-4/5-, or

caspase-11-dependent manner (28). Subsequently, GSDMD

undergoes cleavage, yielding a peptide containing an N-terminal
FIGURE 1

The distribution of macrophage populations in the liver. Macrophages in the liver are categorized into different subgroups due to their diverse
developmental origins, specific locations, and unique microenvironments. Within the liver, there are primarily three macrophage subgroups
(1):.Resident macrophages: Kupffer cells (KCs) serve as the predominant resident macrophages in the liver. They are primarily situated within the
hepatic sinusoids, where they play a crucial role in regulating immune responses and safeguarding the body against infections (2). Infiltrating
macrophages: In instances of liver injury, infiltrating macrophages supplement the resident macrophages. Monocyte-derived macrophages (MoMFs)
originate from monocytes released from the bone marrow into the bloodstream, subsequently differentiating upon entering the liver. Peritoneal
macrophages have the unique ability to traverse mesothelial cells, thus facilitating liver regeneration. Additionally, splenic macrophages (SMs) are
transported to the liver, contributing to immunomodulatory functions during liver injuries (3). Specialized macrophages: Owing to their distinct
locations within the liver, specialized macrophages differentiate into unique subpopulations. Periportal macrophages are positioned near portal
triads, where they monitor the blood supply from the gastrointestinal tract and filter potential threats. Central vein macrophages (CVMs) are found
near central veins, where they play a role in clearing toxins. Liver capsule macrophages (LCMs) reside within the liver capsule and are responsible for
surveilling nearby threats. Liver sinusoidal endothelial cell (LSEC)-associated macrophages (LSEC-AMs) directly interact with liver sinusoidal
endothelial cells, influencing blood flow and immune responses. Hepatic stellate cell (HSC)-associated macrophages (HSC-AMs) are situated in close
proximity to HSCs, impacting their activation and involvement in the fibrosis process.
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domain (GSDMD-NT), inducing the formation of pores (1.1 to 2.4

nm in diameter) across the cell membranes, leading to cell swelling

and rupture. Notably, this event leads to the extracellular release of

numerous pro-inflammatory factors, such as IL-1b and IL-18. This,

in turn, triggers pro-inflammatory signals, recruits inflammatory

cells, and amplifies the overall inflammatory response

(29) (Figure 2).
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3.2 Two other novel mechanisms
of pyroptosis

3.2.1 Caspase-3-mediated pyroptosis pathway
Caspase-3 has conventionally been recognized as an executor of

apoptosis. However, recent studies indicate its involvement in

inducing pyroptosis as well (30). In cells expressing high levels of
FIGURE 2

The mechanism of the pyroptosis pathway. Upon recognizing pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs), the canonical pyroptosis cascade unfolds. Initiation prompts the assembly of the inflammasome complex, culminating in the
activation of the NOD-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome (Caspase-1). Activated Caspase-1 cleaves gasdermin D (GSDMD), yielding a
peptide containing the N-terminal active domain and inducing cell membrane perforation. Additionally, activated Caspase-1 processes precursor
forms of IL-1b and IL-18 into active IL-1b and IL-18, which are subsequently released through membrane pores. In the non-canonical pyroptosis
pathway, lipopolysaccharides (LPS) activate caspase-11/4/5 proteins, leading to GSDMD cleavage and ensuing K+ efflux. Moreover, caspase-11/4/5
indirectly facilitates IL-1b/IL-18 maturation and secretion through the NLRP3/caspase-1 pathway in some cells. In the caspase-8/caspase-3-
mediated pyroptosis pathway, the activation of intracellular TNF complex IIb by TNF-a instigates caspase-8 activation. This, in turn, cleaves
downstream caspase-3, ultimately triggering the activation of GSDME and resulting in pyroptosis. In addition, chemotherapeutic drugs prompt the
release of mitochondrial cytochrome C, subsequently activating caspase-9 and its downstream caspase-3, ultimately leading to pyroptosis. In
enzyme-mediated pyroptosis, granzyme A (GzmA) directly cleaves Gasdermin B (GSDMB), triggering pyroptosis. Meanwhile, GzmB triggers caspase-
3/Gasdermin E (GSDME)-mediated pyroptosis. In addition, GzmB directly cleaves GSDME, further driving pyroptosis.
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gasdermin E (GSDME), tumor necrosis factor (TNF)- or

chemotherapy-induced caspase-3-mediated apoptosis can be

redirected toward pyroptosis. This intriguing shift involves the

targeted cleavage of GSDME by caspase-3, generating a

transmembrane GSDME-N fragment that effectively elicits

pyroptosis (30). During chemotherapy-induced pyroptosis, the

activation of mitochondrial BAK/BAX prompts the release of

cytochrome C. Subsequently, caspase-9 and, consequently,

caspase-3 are activated, leading to pyroptosis (31). Notably, in

macrophages, inhibiting caspase-3 and silencing GSDME have

been shown to significantly block TNF-induced pyroptosis (32).

In TNF-induced pyroptosis, TNF-a-activated intracellular TNF

complex IIb activates caspase-8. This, in turn, triggers

downstream activation of caspase-3, ultimately leading to

pyroptosis in cells with high GSDME expression (33) (Figure 2).

3.2.2 Enzyme-mediated pyroptosis pathway
Cytotoxic lymphocyte-mediated immune processes crucially

rely on granzymes. Notably, a pivotal discovery in 2020 unveiled

the rapid activation of caspase-3 in target cells by CAR-T cells,

facilitated through the release of granzyme B (GzmB) from

cytotoxic lymphocytes. This activation subsequently initiates the

caspase-3/GSDME-mediated pyroptosis pathway, leading to

extensive pyroptotic events (34). Recently, it has been found that

GzmB can directly cleave GSDME in tumor cells, thereby inducing

pyroptosis and further activating anti-tumor immune responses

(35). Furthermore, cytotoxic lymphocyte-derived granzyme A

(GzmA) has been found to cleave GSDMB, triggering pyroptosis

and fostering antitumor immune responses (36, 37) (Figure 2).
4 The impact of macrophage
pyroptosis on liver immunity

Macrophages serve as monitors of the liver immune response.

Therefore, when macrophages undergo pyroptosis, it undoubtedly

disrupts liver immune homeostasis and triggers a strong immune

response. Macrophage pyroptosis may impact liver immunity

primarily through two mechanisms: 1). Pyroptotic macrophages

actively release a substantial number of proinflammatory cytokines,

including IL-1b and IL-18. Among these, the pleiotropic

proinflammatory cytokine IL-1b can stimulate the expression of

proinflammatory cytokines and recruit neutrophils to liver tissue,

thereby amplifying the inflammatory response. Simultaneously, IL-

1b can mimic T lymphocytes, induce Th17 differentiation, and

recruit inflammatory cells (38). KCs are the primary producers of

IL-1b and IL-18. Moreover, KCs enhance the production of IFN-g
and TNF-a by Th1 and natural killer(NK) cells in a TLR9-

dependent induction and NALP3-ASC-caspase-1-dependent

manner (39). IL-18 and IL-1 enhance the recruitment and

differentiation of T helper 1 (Th1) cells, as well as the activation

of NK cells and innate lymphoid cells (ILC), by inducing the

production of IFNg. The overexpression of IL-18 induces FasL

expression on NK cells and CD4+ T cells, while also upregulating

Fas expression on hepatocytes, thereby sensitizing them to NK
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cytotoxicity (40). In mice with autoimmune hepatitis (AIH), the

inhibition of NLRP3 inflammasome-mediated pyroptosis-derived

IL-1b led to a decreased accumulation of CD68-positive cells and

CD11b-positive cells in liver tissue (41). In acetaminophen (APAP)-

induced acute liver failure (ALF), IL-1b and IL-18 produced by KCs

increased IFN-g and TNF-a production by Th1 and NK cells in a

TLR9/NALP3/ASC/Caspase-1-dependent manner. IL-18-deficient

mice exhibited resistance to APAP-induced ALF, and blocking IL-

1b with neutralizing antibodies reduced the severity of ALF (42). 2).

In addition, macrophage pyroptosis causes the cell membrane to

swell and rupture, releasing cell contents, such as nuclear and

mitochondrial DNA, nuclear proteins (e.g., high mobility group

box-1, HMGB-1), purine nucleotides (e.g., adenosine triphosphate,

ATP), fragments of organelles, etc. (43). Once released into the

extracellular environment, these self-isolated structures resulting

from cell separation are recognized as damage-associated molecular

patterns (DAMPs) (44). DAMPs are typically present

intracellularly, playing various roles in maintaining internal

balance. Once translocated to the extracellular space, they are

recognized by other cells through interactions with pattern

recognition receptors (PRRs) and other cell receptors.

Subsequently, stress response mechanisms are upregulated,

converging to form a positive feedback loop that leads to tissue

damage and inflammation (45). In mice with cyclophosphamide

(CPA)-induced liver injury, the release of DAMPs, such as HMGB1,

heat shock protein 60 (HSP60), and glucose-regulated protein 94

(Grp94), increases. This results in the activation of the TLR4-NFkB
signaling pathway, thereby exacerbating the inflammatory response

in the liver (46). Taking HMGB1 as an example, its release from the

canonical pyroptosis pathway can aggravate acute liver injury(ALI)

induced by APAP in mice (47). Compared to wild-type mice,

inflammation and neutrophil recruitment are significantly

reduced in HMGB1-deficient mice (48). Furthermore, HMGB1-

induced hepatocyte pyroptosis directly amplifies the inflammatory

response, exacerbating acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) in rats

(49). Infiltrating myeloid and lymphoid cells in the liver also

respond to the stimulation of DAMPs (50). Therefore, the

activation of PRRs triggered by DAMPs not only initiates

proinflammatory signals to amplify the inflammatory response

but also triggers an immune response in myeloid and dendritic

cells, thereby regulating the activation of innate immune cells and

parenchymal cell death (51) (Figure 3).
5 The role of macrophage pyroptosis
in liver diseases

The role of pyroptosis in liver diseases has garnered increasing

interest. Excessive pyroptosis initiates a cascade of intense

inflammatory responses, resulting in substantial damage to

hepatocytes and the overall structure and function of the liver

(52). Numerous studies on the role of macrophage pyroptosis in

liver disease have been reported by researchers, which have been

summarized in Table 1. Notably, macrophage pyroptosis plays a

crucial role in various liver diseases (58).
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5.1 Acute liver injury

Acute liver injury (ALI) encompasses hepatocyte necrosis and

acute liver inflammation caused by endotoxins, certain drugs and

their metabolites, and various physical or chemical agents. This can

lead to liver dysfunction and even acute liver failure (72).

Lipopolysaccharides (LPS), D-galactosamine (D-GalN),

thioacetamide (TAA), and APAP are commonly used compounds

to establish experimental models of ALI (73, 74). ALI is intricately

linked to disruptions in innate immunity and acute hepatocyte

injury, with macrophage pyroptosis playing an important role in

this process (75). In the mouse model of cecal ligation puncture

(CLP)-induced septic ALI, substantial infiltration of macrophages

occurs in the liver. The overall percentage of pyroptotic cells in the

liver is 18.19%, with a pyroptosis rate of 16.29% in liver

macrophages (53). In LPS-induced ALI, the P2X7R/NLRP3

pathway is activated in macrophages, leading to GSDMD-N

activation and pyroptosis (54). In LPS/D-GalN induced ALI

model, the inhibition of macrophage pyroptosis by Maresin 1

(MaR1) leads to significant reductions in NLRP3 inflammasome

expression, consequently suppressing GSDMD-N and IL-1b
expression, effectively tempering macrophage pyroptosis, thereby

alleviating the extent of liver injury in ALI (55). Triptolide (TRI)-

induced ALI triggers pyroptosis in KCs, promoting the maturation

and release of inflammatory cytokines. The whole-body knockout
Frontiers in Immunology 06
of Caspase-3 in mice significantly mitigates liver injury in mice

subjected to TRI, and GSDME knockdown prevents TRI-induced

pyroptosis in KCs. Therefore, the mechanistic basis for TRI-

induced pyroptosis in KCs hinges on the Caspase-3-GSDME

pathway. Suppression of pyroptosis in KCs significantly

attenuates TRI-induced ALI (56). In summary, macrophage

pyroptosis occupies a pivotal role in diverse contexts of sepsis and

drug-induced ALI. Therefore, targeting macrophage pyroptosis

stands out as a promising avenue for mitigating ALI.
5.2 Liver ischemia/reperfusion injury

Liver ischaemia/reperfusion injury (IRI) constitutes a

significant challenge in liver surgery, notably in cases involving

liver transplantation, partial hepatectomy, and hypovolemic shock.

The mounting prevalence of liver transplantation highlights the

urgency to address IRI, which hampers postoperative liver function

recovery (76). Cellular damage during IRI results directly from

blood flow interruption and is further exacerbated upon organ

reperfusion. This process leads to impaired ATP production,

excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation, and

systemic inflammatory activation, leading to parenchymal damage

and organ dysfunction (77). Despite being a significant clinical

concern, the mechanism underlying liver IRI remains poorly

understood, presenting a knowledge gap that requires attention.

Recent insights underscore the pivotal role of macrophages in liver

IRI. Simultaneously, emerging evidence indicates that pyroptosis in

hepatocytes exacerbates liver damage in IRI mice (78). Considering

the profound impact of pyroptosis on liver innate immune cells and

the central role of macrophages in liver IRI injury (57), the role of

macrophage pyroptosis in liver IRI deserves further investigation.

In a mouse model of warm liver IRI, inhibition of liver macrophages

by gadolinium chloride (GdCl3) significantly downregulates the

expressions of caspase-11, IL-1b, and IL-18. This implies the

involvement of non-canonical pyroptosis in the macrophage-

driven hepatic IRI. Isoflurane intervention curbs this pyroptosis

by inhibiting intracellular Ca2+ levels, NF-kB translocation, NLPR3

inflammasome activation, and the caspase-11-mediated non-

canonical pyroptosis pathway (58). The downregulation of ApoA-

1 during IRI after liver transplantation increases pyroptosis (but not

apoptosis) in liver macrophages. The use of TLR4 inhibitors

ameliorates this effect, suggesting a connection between the

ApoA-1 pathway and the TLR4-NF-kB pathway (79). Liver

steatosis accentuates IRI sensitivity. Patients with NASH

experience heightened serum ALT levels after IRI, accompanied

by intensified histopathological damage, pro-inflammatory

mediator release, and macrophage activation. In the liver

macrophages of patients with NASH, caspase-6 is significantly

increased, promoting the upregulation of SOX9 and NR4A1 in

the nucleus. This prompts the interaction between NR4A1 and

SOX9, ultimately triggering the transcription of the downstream

target gene S100A9. Consequently, the NEK7/NLRP3

inflammasome is activated and macrophage pyroptosis is induced

(59). The MyD88 inhibitor TJ-5 can significantly alleviate IRI,

primarily by inhibiting pyroptosis (particularly KC pyroptosis)
FIGURE 3

The impact of macrophage pyroptosis on liver immunity. The
pyroptosis of macrophages has a predominant impact on liver
immunity through the following two ways (1).The pyroptosis of
macrophages leads to the active release of a substantial amount of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as Interleukin-1b(IL-1b) and
interleukin-18(IL-18), to participate in the recruitment and
differentiation of T helper 1 (Th1) cells, as well as the activation of
natural killer (NK) cells and innate lymphoid cells (ILC)
(2)..Macrophage pyroptosis results in cell membrane swelling,
rupture, and the release of cellular contents, such as nuclear and
mitochondrial DNA, high mobility group box-1 (HMGB-1), adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), and fragments of cellular organelles. Once
released into the extracellular space, these self-structures from
separated cells can be recognized as damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs). DAMPs initiate pro-inflammatory responses by
interacting with cell receptors, including pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs). Furthermore, they elicit immune responses in
myeloid cells and dendritic cells, thereby regulating the activation of
innate immune cells and programmed cell death.
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and liver macrophage depletion. In vitro, TJ-5 inhibits the TLR4/

MyD88/NF-kB signaling pathway. It alleviates canonical and non-

canonical pyroptosis in BMDM by inhibiting the release of HMGB1

and entosis of the LPS-HMGB1 complex, respectively (60). In liver

IRI, GSDMD mediates KCs pyroptosis. Inhibiting HMGB1 with

glycyrrhizin attenuated both intra- and extracellular inhibition of

macrophage pyroptosis, thereby alleviating liver IRI. Inhibiting

HMGB1 with glycyrrhizin alleviated its mediation of macrophage

pyroptosis both in vitro and in vivo, thereby reducing liver IRI (61).

The STING signaling pathway regulates macrophage pro-
Frontiers in Immunology 07
inflammatory activation and liver IRI (62). In the IRI model, the

expression of STING increases but significantly decreases after

depleting liver macrophages with clodronate liposomes. In vitro,

hypoxia-reoxygenation (H/R)-induced STING increases

intracellular calcium, promoting Caspase 1-GSDMD activation in

liver macrophages. This underscores how STING regulates calcium

influx to mediate H/R-induced pyroptosis in liver macrophages

(80). The mechanism of liver IRI in transplant recipients is

associated with an elevation in liver Ikaros levels post-reperfusion,

accompanied by enhanced inflammasome signaling and SIRT1
TABLE 1 The role and mechanism of macrophage pyroptosis in liver disease.

Animal Disease Model Macrophage
pyroptosis

Mechanisms Year
and

citation

Mouse Sepsis CLP + NA 2020 (53)

Mouse Acute Liver Injury LPS + P2X7R/NLRP3 pathway↑; GSDMD-N↑ 2022 (54)

Mouse Acute Liver Injury LPS/D-GalN + MaR1↓; NLRP3↑; GSDMD-N↑; IL-1b↑ 2022 (55)

Mouse Acute Liver Injury Triptolide + Caspase3↑; GSDME↑
IL-1b↑

2023 (56)

Mouse Liver ischaemia
-reperfusion injury

(70%) warm liver IR + Caspase-11↑; NF-KB↑
NLPR3↑

2021 (57)

Mouse Liver ischaemia-
reperfusion injury

(70%) warm liver IR + ApoA-1↓; Caspase-1↑GSDMD↑; TLR4-
NF-kB pathway↑

2023 (58)

Human/
Mouse

Liver ischaemia
-reperfusion injury

Fatty liver samples (reperfusion
after resection) /Fatty liver

IR model

+ Caspase 6/NR4A1/SOX9 pathway↑
NLRP3↑; Caspase-1↑

2023 (59)

Mouse Liver ischaemia-
reperfusion injury

(70%) warm liver IR + TLR4 / MyD88 / NF-kB pathway↑;
HMGB1↑; Caspase-1↑

2023 (60)

Mouse Liver ischaemia-
reperfusion injury

warm liver IRI + HMGB1↑; Caspase-1↑; GSDMD↑ 2019 (61)

Mouse Liver ischaemia-
reperfusion injury

warm liver IRI + STING↑; Ca2+↑; Caspase-1↑; GSDMD↑ 2022 (62)

Human/
Mouse

Liver ischaemia-
reperfusion injury

liver IRI samples 75%
warm ischemia

+ Ikaros↑; AMPK↑; SIRT1↓; Caspase-
1↑; GSDMD↑

2022 (63)

Mouse Alcoholic Liver Disease Ethanol+EHFD + NF-kB–NLRP3 pathway↑; Caspase-
1↑; GSDMD↑

2021 (64)

Mouse Alcoholic Liver Disease Ethanol + METTL3↑; NLRP3↑; Caspase-
1↑; GSDMD↑

2023 (65)

Mouse Non-alcoholic fatty CDAA diet NA NLRP3↑; IL-1b↑; 2014 (66)

Mouse Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis/
Non-alcoholic fatty

liver disease

MCD/HFD diet NA Srebf1↑; NF-kB ↑; GSDMD↑; 2018 (67)

Mouse Non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease

HFD diet + Caspase-11↑; NLRP3↑; GSDMD↑; 2023 (68)

Mouse Liver Fibrosis CCl4/BDL + lnc-Lfar1↑; NF-ĸB↑;NLPR3↑; Caspase-
1↑; GSDMD↑

2020 (69)

Mouse Liver Fibrosis CCl4 + METTL3/MALAT1/PTBP1/USP8/TAK1
axis↑NF-kB↑; NLRP3↑; Caspase-

1↑; GSDMD↑;

2021 (65)

Mouse Acute Liver Failure D-GalN/LPS + NLPR3↑; Caspase-1↑; ASC↑; GSDMD↑ 2021 (70)

Mouse Acute on chronic liver failure CCl4+D-GalN/LPS NA GAL3↓; NLPR3↑; Caspase-1↑; GSDMD↑ 2022 (71)
f

NA , Not Available; ” ↑ ”, function or proliferation promoted ; “ ↓ ”, function or proliferation suppressed; ”+”, Macrophage pyroptosis occurred.
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inhibition. Research on liver IRI in mice revealed that Ikaros is

mainly expressed by liver-infiltrating CD11b+ macrophages.

Verified through the CD11b- DTR mouse system, Ikaros-silenced

bone marrow-derived macrophages improved liver IRI and cell

pyroptosis. The specific mechanism involved the Ikaros-SIRT1 axis

mediated through the AMPK signaling pathway (63).
5.3 Alcoholic liver disease

Macrophages play a pivotal role in the progression of alcoholic

liver disease (ALD), promoting steatosis, inflammation, and

fibrosis. Macrophage infiltration is significantly increased in the

liver of patients with ALD (81). ALD is attributed to hepatocyte

death and steatosis induced by alcohol and its metabolites. In

addition, direct effects such as macrophage infiltration, cytokine/

chemokine transduction, and proinflammatory cytokine release are

implicated in the pathological mechanism (82). Investigations into

KCs isolated from the liver of ALD mice have highlighted alcohol-

induced pyroptosis in these cells. Silencing the m6A enzyme

methyltransferase-like 3 (METTL3) alleviates inflammatory factor

release by repressing KC pyroptosis in ALD mice. This underscores

the pivotal role of KC pyroptosis in ALD mice (83). Suppression of

macrophages contributes to alleviating ALD-associated

pathological damage. Studies have shown that cannabidiol (CBD)

prevents Lieber-DeCarli ethanol diet-induced fatty liver in mice by

inhibiting liver macrophage recruitment and NF-kB-NLRP3

pathway-mediated pyroptosis (64). However, it is noteworthy that

macrophage depletion with clodronate liposomes neither induces

liver histopathological changes nor aggravates ethanol-induced liver

injury (84). Conversely, alcohol induces pyroptosis in hepatocytes

through TXNIP-mediated activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome

(85). To date, most studies underscore the significant correlation

between ALD pathology and increased macrophage infiltration,

which is accompanied by pro-inflammatory factor release. As the

most widely used method for macrophage depletion, clodronate

liposomes offer economic advantages and simple preparation.

However, their efficacy in macrophage depletion varies greatly

(usually 50%–95%), and intravenous administration may not

specifically deplete liver macrophages (86). Therefore, the

reliability of the findings warrants further investigation. In

conclusion, the specific role of macrophage pyroptosis in ALD

necessitates deeper exploration through targeted regulation of

macrophage pyroptosis.
5.4 Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease

Non-alcoholic fatty l iver disease (NAFLD) affects

approximately 25% of the global population and stands as the

leading cause of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (87).

NAFLD encompasses a spectrum from simple steatosis to non-

alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). In contrast to ALD, NAFLD’s

hallmark is the hepatocyte accumulation of fatty acids exceeding the

liver’s lipid metabolism capacity, fostering hepatic inflammation

featuring ceramide, diacylglycerol, lipid peroxides, and oxidized
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phospholipids (88). Liver biopsy samples from patients during

bariatric surgery revealed that, compared to non-NASH patients,

patients with NASH exhibit significantly higher expression of

NLRP3 inflammasome-related proteins, including NLRP3, pre-IL-

1b, and pre-IL-18 (66). Liver macrophages, especially KCs and

monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs), are implicated in the

initiation and progression of inflammation in patients with

NAFLD and NASH as well as in their corresponding animal

models (89). Resident KC activation and macrophage infiltration

are prominent features of NASH pathogenesis (90). Depletion of

KCs hinders the transition from non-alcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) to

NASH and prevents the recruitment of MDMs, significantly

reducing NASH-associated inflammation (91). High-fat diet

(HFD)-fed caspase-1-/- mice showed improved liver steatosis

compared to wild-type mice, though ALT levels did not

correspondingly improve, indicating caspase-1 knockout did not

alleviate hepatocyte injury (67). However, in NAFLD induced by a

short-term choline-deficient amino acid (CDAA) diet, NLRP3-/-

mice exhibited protection from hepatomegaly, liver injury, and

activated macrophage infiltration. In particular, after 4 weeks of the

CDAA diet, wild-type mice developed isolated hepatic steatosis,

whereas NLRP3 knock-in mice exhibited severe liver inflammation

with increased infiltration of activated macrophages and early signs

of liver fibrosis (89). GSMD-/-mice fed the methionine-choline-

deficient (MCD) diet showed attenuated steatohepatitis,

significantly improved liver inflammation, and decreased serum

ALT levels and liver triglyceride content (67). While the canonical

pathway of caspase-1-mediated pyroptosis may not be operative,

the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome and the release of pro-

inflammatory factors in NAFLD suggest the potential involvement

of pyroptosis in NAFLD. A follow-up study revealed that HFD

upregulates NASH-related liver macrophage markers, caspase-11,

and GSDMD. This prompts the cleavage and membrane expression

of GSDMD-NT, signifying HFD’s role in promoting macrophage

pyroptosis. Moreover, the pyroptosis of BMDMs appears more

pivotal than that of liver-resident macrophages in NAFLD. HFD-

induced NAFLD is primarily associated with caspase-11-GSDMD-

mediated non-canonical pyroptosis. Moreover, caspase-11

promotes glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation, thereby

promoting macrophage pyroptosis (68). In summary, targeting

non-classical pathways of macrophage pyroptosis holds promise

as an approach to inhibiting NAFLD progression.
5.5 Liver fibrosis

Liver fibrosis is a prevailing outcome of the healing response to

chronic liver injury, characterized by increased production and

accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM). Unchecked liver

fibrosis can eventually progress to cirrhosis, organ failure, and

even death99. The pivotal initiation factor in liver fibrosis is the

activation and differentiation of HSCs into fibroblasts. Notably,

activated HSCs predominantly contribute to synthesizing and

depositing ECM proteins in response to cumulative levels of

inflammatory signals100. In recent years, several studies have

revealed the notable role of pyroptosis in liver fibrosis. NLRP3
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and GSDMD knockout mice manifest milder liver fibrosis

phenotypes (92–94). The interplay among immune cells, such as

KCs, MDMs, natural killer cells, B cells, and T cells, initiates liver

fibrosis. Notably, liver macrophages significantly influence the

progression of fibrosis. M2-polarized macrophages directly

promote the progression of liver fibrosis, while M1-polarized

macrophages secrete an abundance of pro-inflammatory factors,

recruit pro-inflammatory cells, activate HSCs, and perpetuate liver

fibrosis (5, 89). Macrophage pyroptosis exacerbates fibrotic

processes. Knockdown of the lncRNA Lfar1 in liver macrophages

alleviates liver fibrosis by inhibiting LPS/ATP and LPS/Nigericin-

induced macrophage pyroptosis, a result of NLRP3 inflammasome

activation (69). Activation of the METTL3/MALAT1/PTBP1/

USP8/TAK1 axis in liver macrophages is associated with M1-

polarized macrophage pyroptosis induced by NLRP3

inflammasomes. Counteracting this axis activation curbs M1-

polarized macrophage pyroptosis and reduces the degree of liver

fibrosis (65). Therefore, macrophages play a critical role in the

initiation and perpetuation of liver fibrosis. Targeting macrophage

pyroptosis to temper pro-inflammatory factor release stands as a

promising avenue for inhibiting liver fibrosis.
5.6 Hepatocellular carcinoma

Liver cancer, particularly hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), is a

substantial global health burden, ranking as the sixth most

commonly diagnosed cancer and the fourth leading cause of

cancer-associated mortality worldwide. HCC accounts for

approximately 85% to 90% of all primary liver cancers (95).

Despite advancements in surgery, adjuvant therapy, and liver

transplantation, the survival rate for patients with HCC remains

unsatisfactory, with a 5-year survival rate of approximately 20%

(96). Therefore, elucidating the molecular mechanism of HCC and

identifying novel therapeutic targets remains crucial. Liver

macrophages intricately affect the pathogenesis of HCC. Extensive

macrophage accumulation has been observed in HCC liver tissues

as well as mouse models of HCC (97, 98). These macrophages are

tumor-promoting cells that suppress anti-tumor immunity. During

HCC progression, hepatic macrophages release pro-angiogenic

factors such as transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b), vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and platelet-derived growth

factor (PDGF), which collectively promote tumor growth (99,

100). Pyroptosis, an inflammation-associated programmed cell

death, plays a dual role in tumor progression. On the one hand,

inducing pyroptosis can inhibit the proliferation and migration of

tumor cells. On the other hand, excessive activation of pyroptosis

leads to an inflammatory tumor microenvironment (TME), which

favors tumor growth. In HCC, tumor-infiltrating macrophages can

be stimulated by gasdermin-mediated pyroptosis to promote

phagocytosis and anti-tumor immunity (35). Interestingly,

gasdermins in HCC exhibit distinct features of immune cell

infiltration. Most gasdermins exhibit positive correlations with B

cells, neutrophils, and dendritic cells while displaying negative

correlations with macrophages (101). These results suggest that

macrophage pyroptosis mediated by gasdermins may affect anti-
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tumor immunity by influencing the infiltration spectrum of

immune cells. Therefore, immune infiltration of macrophages is

closely related to HCC. The intervention of macrophage pyroptosis

could potentially alter the TME to inhibit tumor cell growth and

metastasis. However, this promising research direction warrants

further exploration.
5.7 Liver failure

Liver failure is a serious syndrome encompassing hepatic

encephalopathy, severe infections, coagulopathy, and renal failure,

presenting a life-threatening condition. Acute liver failure (ALF)

and acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) are the most common

types of liver failure. ALF manifests abrupt and severe liver function

impairment, whereas ACLF occurs in patients with preexisting

chronic liver disease, often precipitated by an event (102, 103).

Both ALF and ACLF patients present a pro-inflammatory state,

characterized by local liver inflammation and systemic

inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). In this context, innate

immune cells, predominantly macrophages abundant in the liver,

play a key role in both host defense and inflammatory regulation.

However, the rapid progression of macrophage-mediated

inflammation also engenders systemic consequences, a hallmark

of ALF and ACLF (104). Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem

cells (UC-MSCs) have been shown to significantly attenuate liver

injury and mortality in ALF-afflicted mice. The effect is linked to

UC-MSCs restraining NLRP3 and GSDMD-N expression in

macrophages, thereby inhibiting pyroptosis. Nevertheless, the

upstream pathway leading to pyroptosis inhibition was not

investigated in this study (70). GAL3, a b-galactoside-binding
lectin, has been found to be significantly increased in the serum

of patients with ACLF. Mainly originating from M2-polarized liver

macrophages, GAL3 promoted the beneficial liver protective effect

conferred by these M2 macrophages in ACLF by inhibiting

pyroptosis but not necroptosis signaling. Therefore, GAL3 can

directly inhibit macrophage pyroptosis and promote the liver-

protective attributes of M2-polarized macrophages by inhibiting

macrophage pyroptosis, thus ameliorating liver injury (71). This

provides a valuable framework for subsequent macrophage and

pyroptosis intervention approaches in liver failure.
6 Targeted inhibition of macrophage
pyroptosis in the treatment of
liver diseases

Inhibiting pyroptosis, particularly in immune cells, is an

appealing avenue for treating liver diseases. Targeted therapeutic

approaches utilizing specific inhibitors for pyroptosis have also

garnered considerable attention. VX-765, an oral interleukin-

converting enzyme (ICE)/caspase-1 potent and selective

competitive inhibitor, can inhibit the secretion of IL-1b in cells

stimulated by LPS (105). Meanwhile, as an inhibitor of the pivotal

factor caspase-1 in the canonical pyroptosis pathway, VX-765 has
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demonstrated therapeutic potential in the context of liver diseases

(106). Pre-administration of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNs) to

mice before liver IRI depletes KCs through pyroptosis, effectively

mitigating liver damage during IRI events. Following VX-765

intervention, which rescued UCN-induced KCs pyroptosis, the

liver’s protective response to UCN was diminished. This indicates

that KCs play an exacerbating role in liver IRI. Furthermore, despite

the inhibition of the canonical pathway of macrophage pyroptosis,

it persists in exacerbating liver IRI. This suggests that the immune

role of macrophages, encompassing alternative pyroptosis

pathways, may also contribute to the worsening of liver IRI (107).

This suggests that inhibiting the ultimate common step of

pyroptosis, GSDMD (the key executor of cell membrane pore

formation), may be a more suitable approach for targeted

inhibition of pyroptosis (108). Caspases cleave GSDMD, releasing

the N-terminal p30 fragment (GSDMD-NT), which oligomerizes

and forms pores on the cell membrane to induce pyroptosis (43).

Directly inhibiting the oligomerization of GSDMD-NT is

undoubtedly the most direct way to inhibit pyroptosis, and many

studies have explored this avenue. Disulfide bonds are crucial for

the oligomerization of GSDMD-NT. Through screening, a small

molecule inhibitor, necrosulfonamide (NSA), was identified. NSA

disrupts the disulfide bonds formed by Cys through its interaction

with MLKL. Research has revealed that NSA can directly bind to

GSDMD, inhibiting the oligomerization of GSDMD-NT. Moreover,

NSA is capable of blocking the release of IL-1b in monocyte/

macrophage pyroptosis and extends the survival period of mice in

a sepsis model (109). Fumaric acid, an intermediate product

accumulated in the Krebs cycle during aerobic glycolysis in

activated macrophages, also influences the oligomerization of

GSDMD-NT. Cys192 (Cys191 in humans) is the site for the

oligomerization of GSDMD-NT. Treatment of recombinant

human or mouse GSDMD with Monomethyl fumarate (MMF)

leads to abundant monomethyl succinate (2-methylsuccinyl

cysteine) at Cys191 in human and Cys192 in mouse, respectively.

The succinylation of GSDMD (an irreversible post-translational

modification) limits its processing and oligomerization, thereby

impeding its interaction with caspase and its ability to induce

pyroptosis. Targeting the cysteine residues Cys191/Cys192 in

GSDMD, the drug candidate dimethyl fumarate (DMF), a

fumaric acid salt derivative, has received approval from the

United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the

treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS). MS patients treated with

DMF demonstrate notably decreased levels of IL-1b and

GSDMD-NT in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)

(110). In other inflammatory diseases, such as familial

Mediterranean fever (FMF) caused by constitutive activation of

the Pyrin inflammasome, DMF administration similarly alleviated

pathological manifestations in FMF mice, including the secretion of

IL-1b and the formation of GSDMD-NT (111). Similarly, high-

throughput biochemical screening identified disulfiram as an

effective inhibitor of GSDMD pore formation, and it has been

demonstrated that disulfiram deactivates reactive Cys residues

through covalent modification (112). In mice with LPS-induced

sepsis, disulfiram inhibits the oligomerization of GSDMD-NT by

covalently modifying Cys191, thereby suppressing macrophage
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pyroptosis and alleviating the severity of inflammation (113).The

targeted therapeut ic s trategy inhibi t ing GSDMD-NT

oligomerization has also demonstrated efficacy in liver diseases.

Phenethyl isothiocyanate (PEITC) directly inhibits GSDMD-NT by

interacting with Cys191, thereby suppressing pyroptosis. PEITC

mitigates liver damage induced by ConA and CCl4 through the

inhibition of hepatocyte pyroptosis. However, whether PEITC

similarly inhibits GSDMD in liver macrophages has not been

investigated (114). Inhibiting Caspase-1-GSDMD in innate

immune cells of the liver, rather than in hepatocytes, significantly

improves liver damage during liver IRI (57). The succinylation of

GSDMD in macrophages appears to be an effective means of

inhibiting cell pyroptosis in AIH. Research suggests that DMF

promotes the phosphorylation of specific serine/threonine

residues on NLRP3 by PKA, thereby inhibiting inflammasome

activation, GSDMD-N formation, and cell pyroptosis. Although

not explicitly analyzed in the research, it is believed that this

inhibitory effect may be achieved to some extent through the

suppression of GSDMD oligomerization (115). Another study

indicates that NSA inhibits the pyroptosis pathway in ALF,

leading to an increased survival rate in ALF mice. However, the

study did not determine whether these pyroptotic cells are primarily

hepatocytes or macrophages (116). Therefore, targeting GSDMD-

NT oligomerization has shown promising results in inflammatory

and autoimmune liver diseases. Given the crucial role of

macrophages in the immune response and pyroptosis in such

liver diseases, further exploration of specific targeting of

macrophage GSDMD-NT deserves attention in subsequent

studies. Furthermore, in Caspase-3-mediated pyroptosis, cells

with high expression of GSDME undergo pyroptosis upon

apoptotic stimulation induced by chemotherapy drugs (30).

Competitive inhibition of caspase-3 using an inhibitor, a

GSDME-derived peptide targeting the caspase-3 cleavage site,

effectively suppresses chemotherapy-induced apoptosis and

pyroptosis. Moreover, this derived peptide can inhibit apoptosis

and pyroptosis in hepatocytes and macrophages, thereby alleviating

liver damage induced by deoxycholic acid and BDL in mice (117).

This research on GSDME-derived peptides provides an innovative

direction for future therapies targeting macrophage pyroptosis.

However, high concentrations of the derived peptide may also

target other cysteine proteases. Therefore, addressing the

challenge of improving the peptide’s specificity to mitigate off-

target effects warrants further attention in subsequent research.
7 Conclusion

Pyroptosis, an inflammation-associated programmed cell death,

serves as an “alarm” by propagating inflammation to the

surrounding cellular milieu. This phenomenon was initially

identified in macrophages infected with gram-negative bacteria.

Remarkably, macrophages are integral components of the human

innate immune system, especially within the liver, where they

constitute approximately 90% of the total macrophage population

in the body. They are involved in various bacterial and aseptic

inflammatory liver injuries. This comprehensive review highlights
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the multifaceted role of macrophage pyroptosis in the development

and progression of liver diseases such as ALI, IRI, NAFLD, ALD,

HCC, liver failure, and fibrosis. Investigating methods to modulate

macrophage pyroptosis as a strategic approach to devising

innovative and effective treatments for liver diseases is a

prominent avenue of ongoing research.
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